
The Problem of Pain - Chapter 7 
Human Pain, Continued 

 
In this chapter, Lewis offers six additional propositions regarding his argument concerning human pain.  
 
They are as follows:  
 1)  There are unusual statements concerning suffering within Scripture 
 2)  Suffering is necessary for redemption 
 3)  Painful self-surrender is unique to each person, not political or civil 
 4)  In this life, God withholds ultimate happiness but gives many lesser joys 
 5)  No one has ever or will ever experience the sum of human suffering 
 6)  Sin is contagious, while pain is not 
 
 
 
 

Discussion Questions 
  
1. Lewis offers six additional propositions that must be considered to round out the discussion on 
human pain. The first one is that there are unusual statements in Scripture about suffering, especially 
when considering the Beatitudes found in Matthew 5:3 and 5:10. Lewis suggests that if suffering is good, 
should it not be pursued rather than avoided? How does he answer that question? (p. 110) 

  

 
2. List the four steps that occur in a fallen and partially redeemed universe in which God makes complex 
good out of simple evil, and what is the purpose of each? (p. 111) 

  

 
3. Lewis claims that man will carry out God’s purpose no matter how they act. How might a person serve 
God as a “son or as a tool?” Provide a real-world example of God making complex good out of simple 
evil. (p.111) 

  

 
4. Consider the suffering that Joseph experienced at the hands of his brothers in Genesis 37–50. What 
was Joseph’s response to his brothers about their mistreatment of him in Genesis 50:20? (p. 111)  
 
 
5. Asceticism, what Lewis refers to as self-torture, is the practice of avoiding certain forms of indulgence, 
typically for religious reasons, like fasting for example. How is this different from pain sent by God? 
What conclusions does Lewis draw about ascetic practices such as fasting? (pp. 112–113) 

  

 
6. The second proposition is that since suffering is necessary for redemption, it will not cease until God 
sees the world as redeemed or as beyond redemption. Why might this statement be discouraging to 
those seeking to negate suffering by ushering in social and economic reforms? 

  

 

 

If tribulation is a necessary element in redemption, we must anticipate 
that it will never cease till God sees the world to be either redeemed or 

no further redeemable. 
 
 



7. According to Deuteronomy 10:18, 24:17, 27:19; Matthew 25:40; and James 1:27, what should be the 
Christian view of social justice? How might this be different from the man-centered approach to social 
justice? 
 

  
8. Following up on the second proposition, the third proposition is that self-surrender to God is based on 
personal obedience and is not a model for politics and governments. What role do you believe 
government should play in caring for the poor and suffering? Why will governmental reforms never fill 
the role and obligation of the Christian in society? (p. 115) 
 
 
9. The fourth proposition is that God withholds a settled sense of security and happiness. Why might 
God withhold “settled happiness”? How should we view the pleasure and joys of this life? (p. 116) 

  

 
10. How might Hebrews 13:14, 1 Peter 2:11–12, and John 17:14–16 comfort you in times of suffering? 

  

 
11. The fifth proposition is that human suffering is uniquely personal and not cumulative. In other 
words, we experience only our own pain and our own suffering and never another’s. If you starve to 
death, you experience all the starvation that ever has been or ever can be. A thousand people starving 
with you does not increase your pain. What you yourself can suffer is the utmost that can be suffered on 
Earth. Read Isaiah 53:4. Who is the sole exception to this rule in regard to cumulative suffering? (pp. 
116–117) 

  

 
12. The sixth proposition is that pain is not contagious. When it’s over, it’s over, and the natural sequel is 
joy. In this way, how is pain different from sin? (pp. 116–117)  
 

 

 

CHAPTER 7 NOTES AND REFERENCES 

Marlowe’s lunatic Tamburlaine refers to Christopher Marlowe’s 1587 play, Tamburlaine the Great. 
 
Farewell, my boys! My dearest friends, farewell! 
            My body feels, my soul doth weep to see 
            Your sweet desires depriv’d my company, 
            For Tamburlaine, the scourge of God, must die. 
 
Ascetic – characterized by or suggesting the practice of severe self-discipline and abstention from all 
forms of indulgence, typically for religious reasons 
 
Renunciation – The formal rejection of something, typically a belief 

 


